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Abstract

Experimental and theoretical evidence reveals the resilience and stability of the larger aqueous

gold clusters protected with p-mercaptobenzoic acid ligands (pMBA) of composition

Aun(pMBA)p or (n,p). The Au144(pMBA)60, (144,60), or Gold-144 aqueous gold cluster is

considered special because of its high symmetry, abundance, and icosahedral structure as well as

its many potential uses in material and biological sciences. Yet to this date, direct confirmation of

its precise composition and total structure remains elusive. Results described here from

characterization via high-resolution electrospray ionization mass spectrometry on an Orbitrap

instrument show Au102(pMBA)44 at isotopic resolution. Further, what usually appears as a single

band for (144,60) in electrophoresis (PAGE) is shown to also contain (130,50), recently

determined to have a truncated decahedral structure, and (137,56) in addition to the dominant

(144,60) compound of chiral icosahedral structure. This finding is significant in that it reveals the

existence of structures never before observed in all-aromatic water soluble species while pointing

out the path toward elucidation of the thermodynamic control of protected gold nanocrystal

formation.
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High resolution (m/∆m = 44k) ESIMS in an Orbitrap analyzer indeed comprises the title Au144
compound but also substantial amounts of Au137 and Au130 protected with the water-soluble all-

aromatic p-mercaptobenzoic acid ligand, analogous to nonaqueous species.

INTRODUCTION

From Faraday’s colloidal gold to today’s gold clusters,1–3 one major lesson learned is that

the bulk properties of a metal emerge early on at a relatively small cluster size.4–5 A well

defined localized surface plasmon resonance band, for instance, is already established as size

independent when the size of the bare metallic core consists of a few dozen atoms.3,5,6–9

Evidence for this “golden rule” is apparent in all types of metallic systems but is

exceptionally convincing for nonaqueous gold particles protected with organic ligands.10,11

In part, this success is due to the amenability of these nonaqueous species to be examined by

electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and the concomitant plethora of

compositional and structural information that can be thereby obtained.5, 11–14 It is now

possible to state with atomic precision the composition (n,p) of a cluster comprised of “n”

metal atoms and “p” ligands. Regarding the (144,60) cluster studied here, Dass pointed out

that …

“It was Michael FARADAY (1857) who first explored the small-size limit of the

optical properties of metallic gold (and other metals), and who marveled at the

extraordinary stability of his thiocarbonate protected gold sols (prepared by

combining P4/CS2 and NaAuCl4/H2O solutions), asking whether these “be

considered … as molecules of gold.” ”

Larger aqueous clusters (n > 100), despite their potential importance in the biomedical

sciences,15,16 have proved difficult to characterize by mass spectrometry.17–19 Added to the

difficulty of volatilizing intact these massive species is the formidable assignment challenge

on account of byproducts and their propensity to form multiple adducts and charge states.

Unlike proteins that had posed similar problems,20–22 little progress has been reported in

overcoming the above challenges in the characterization of aqueous clusters in the

interesting core size range (1 – 3 nm) that exhibit both molecular and bulk like properties.

The broader physic-chemical significance of these challenging determinations of
compositions and relative abundances can be appreciated via the following brief chronology,

dating back nearly a quarter-century:
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In 1992, Wang & coworkers reported thermodynamic control of nanocrystal formation in the

high temperature Cd-S-SPh system, and thus obtained the ordered Cd32S14(SPh)36
compound (and structure) in high yield.23,24 This discovery challenged the prevailing

assumption of kinetic control (‘arrested precipitation’), and stimulated effort to provide a

statistical thermodynamic framework for surface-chemical control of nanocrystal formation.

Toward that end, Gelbart & coworkers responded to this question — can there exist

“nanocrystal micro-emulsions”, analogous to the familiar fluid-surfactant-fluid nano-phases?

— by demonstrating theoretically that the narrow size-distribution (continuum) of nano-

droplets in the latter (fluid) case may become punctuated further in the case of nano crystals,

by virtue of the structural ‘magic numbers’, i.e. thermodynamically preferred morphologies

(faceting) and adsorbate (ligand) binding relating to solid surface physical chemistry.25

To make this analogy explicit, for the case of large (aq)-Au-pMBA clusters, the metallic

(Au) core corresponds to the hydrophobic (oil) interior of the micelle, the pMBA represents

the amphiphile (the aurophilic-sulfur inward; the hydrophilic-carboxylate outward), and the
aqueous phase is common to both solid state and fluid state microemulsions.

Gelbart & coworkers25–26 considered simplified models incorporating the lattice and

faceting of the nanocrystal core, the curvature effect (steric cone-angle) of the surfactant

(adsorbate, ligand) tail groups (R), and the chemical potential(s) of the components in
solution, to predict equilibrium distributions, and conditions of microemulsion-failure, etc.,

in the three-component phase diagram.

In this way they obtained an alternative conceptual framework for interpreting the

thermodynamic control of ligand-mediated nanocrystal synthesis, or what nowadays is

termed by Jin et al. the “size-focusing” methodology.27 The self-assembled monolayers, of
thiolates-on-gold surfaces, would appear ideal for this approach, given the wealth of

fundamental surface physical-chemical studies on the planar phases.

In that same year (1994), Brust et al. reported a high-yield method for obtaining nonaqueous
thiolate-protected gold clusters, of core-diameter in the interesting ~ 2±1 nm range.28 The

Atlanta group then combined separations with rudimentary (LDI)-MS to demonstrate a

discrete size-distribution, and used X-ray diffraction to identify high-crystallinity metallic

cores.29 The Chapel Hill group demonstrated abundantly that the surface chemistry of the

thiolate ligands is analogous to that of the planar SAMS.30 Finally, Gelbart, Heath and

coworkers,26 made an early attempt to explain the size control via a rudimentary

nanocrystal-microemulsions (thermodynamic) model. By 1999, finer control of the

conditions for self-assembly would result in very high yields, e.g. > 70% of the ~ 30-kDa
fraction, tentatively identified as (145, 60), by Schaaff et al.31

However, such systems were neither aqueous nor aromatic. First, aqueous (Au-SG) gold
glutathionate clusters were obtained in high yield by Schaaff et al.,8 separated and quantified
by PAGE, and the smallest were analyzed by MALDI-MS and ESI MS, wherein an abundant

10.4- kDa fraction was assigned the composition (28,16), later revised to (25,18) by Negishi
et al., who also obtained MS results for several other fractions, e.g. (38,24).32 Second, all
aromatic gold thiolate clusters, i.e. those in which the alpha-carbon is part of a phenyl-
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group, were obtained by Price et al.,33 primarily as the 29-kDa and 22-kDa species, yet the
smaller clusters obtained via oxidative ‘etching’ of these showed properties quite distinct

from the aliphatic counterparts of the same mass range as shown in the early report from

Ackerson, Jadzinsky & Kornberg.34

The great breakthrough in aqueous aromatic gold-thiolate clusters came in the 2007 report of

the total structure determination of the Au102(pMBA)44 cluster35. The authors emphasized

that this was not necessarily the main component of the aqueous mixture; a more dominant

fraction associated with the (nominal) composition “Au145(pMBA)60“ usually accompanied
the title compound. (Both these substances proved refractory to high-resolution ESI-MS

analysis.) Later work by Levi-Kalisman et al.36 found the narrowly delimited conditions
required to obtain Au102 in higher yield. The aqueous clusters of intermediate core size (1

nm – 3 nm), however, remained largely unexplored via mass spectrometry.

We recently reported on the MS characterization of two highly purified fractions of

composition Au102(pMBA)44 – (102,44) at 28,832 Da, and Au144(pMBA)60 – (144,60) at

37,556 Da.17 Here we report progress on the successful characterization of these fractions

on an Exactive-Plus-EMR Orbitrap analyzer22 at higher resolution [m/∆m = 44.6k for

(102,44) and 17.5k for (144,60)]. The new findings reiterate the high purity of the (102,44)

fraction, now confirmed at isotopic resolution, but also reveal the presence of (102,44),

(130,50), (137,56), and (180,66) in the dominant (144,60) fraction. The implementation of

high resolution mass spectrometry to massive aqueous species demonstrated here, unveils a

wide range of information unprecedented for aqueous clusters including compositional and

structural stability information from fragmentation patterns, identification of adducts, and

the elucidation of novel cluster species.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The preparation of larger aqueous Au-pMBA clusters, their purification via gel

electrophoresis, and characterization by various methods has been described in detail

elsewhere.17 To summarize, they were prepared from reduction of gold salts with sodium

borohydride in the presence of p-MBA as protecting agent. Raw concentrated product was

separated into three fractions using native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE, 10–

12%), and characterized via Aberration-corrected Atomic Resolution Scanning

Transmission Electron Microscopy, dynamic light scattering, absorbance spectroscopy, and

zeta-potential. The raw mixture was analyzed via multi-wavelength analytical

ultracentrifugation, and the lighter two fractions were analyzed via electrospray ionization

mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) on a Bruker micrOTOF instrument. The samples described

here are essentially identical (same batches) as those characterized by Plascencia et al.17

For the present work, the two lighter fractions were further analyzed on an Exactive Plus

EMR Orbitrap spectrometer at the ThermoFisher’s facility in San Jose, CA. The

spectrometer was operated in negative mode and calibrated using cesium iodide clusters (up

to m/z = 11,300 Da). Aqueous solutions were infused at 5 µL/min and a concentration of ~

0.5 µg/µL. Details on the relevant instrumental parameters are provided in the supplementary
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information section. Nonaqueous analogous of the species described here were also

analyzed under similar conditions, to achieve high resolution at high mass.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Mass analysis of the purified aqueous fractions in the Orbitrap instrument resulted in stable

signals for both fractions at 140,000 and 17,000 resolution (at 200 Da) with and without

collisional induced dissociation (CID). As with ESI spectra of proteins which exhibit

multiple charged states,22 the seemingly undecipherable spectra [Figure 1] can be

“deconvoluted” into a single dominant peak for (102,44) [Figure 2] and a handful of peaks

for (144,60) [Figure 3] using Thermo Protein Deconvolution 4.0 software from

ThermoFisher Scientific Inc.

The (102,44) Fraction.

The seminal (102,44) cluster has been shown to consist of a 79-atom gold core enclosed by

nineteen (1,2) monomeric units and two (2,3) polymeric units.35 Indeed, ESI-MS spectra of

this species is dominated by the (101,42) ions that is attributed to the loss of one monomeric

unit, per the following process,17

The intact (102,44) parent cluster is not observed in the present experimental conditions. At

higher resolution (44.5 k), the various charge-states of the fragment signal from (101,42) can

be shown to arise from the loss of a proton (1.0 Da) unit per the following scheme:

The charging process results in a shift to lighter mass in the resultant ion signal as the proton

is ejected, as summarized in Figure 4. Also evident is the existence of satellite peaks with

22-Da spacing that can be assigned to multiple Na+ -H+ cation exchanges occurring at the

carboxylate end groups of the protecting pMBA ligands [Figure 2]. Isotopically resolved

mass spectrometric evidence confirming the existence of these Na adducts is presented in the

supplementary information section (Na+ ions were presumably introduced during the

synthesis of nanoclusters from the NaBH4 reductant). Further analysis of the fine structure at

the leading edge of the peak also reveals the presence of potassium (of unknown origin),

water, and methanol (when used as an ESI co-solvent). Attempts to dissociate the ions via

Collision Induced Dissociation yielded complex spectra at higher charge states, attributed to

multiple (1,1), (1,0), and (0,1) fragments, in addition to the preexisting adducts.

The presence of these adducts is associated with the difficulty of characterizing the water

soluble fractions as the ionic sodium-carboxylate bonds are difficult to break in the ESI

process and lead to overly complex spectra when examined at lower resolution.17 This

finding also hints at a proper course of action in preparations of the aqueous species, i.e.

substitute alkali cations in the synthesis with [R3NH]+ cations which in the ESI-process
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would easily generate charge clusters by evaporation of volatile NR3 groups and retention of

H+, (-CO2H). The presence of the proton is essential.

The (144,60) Fraction

To date, neither the precise composition nor the total structure of the (144,60) cluster has

been determined by crystallographic methods. The nonaqueous analog stood out in low

resolution (~ 1 k) laser desorption mass spectra in 199528 when it was known to some as

ubiquitous 29 kDa or (core mass) Au145. Initial analysis by ESI-MS hinted at a composition

of (144,59)27 soon revised to (144,60).13, 31, 37 Theoretically, its structure was interpreted as

an Au114 icosahedral core mantled in thirty (1,2) units.37–38 Presently, we are able to study

the aqueous cluster at a much higher resolution of 17k.

Contrary to the Au102-fraction, sodium is not the abundant adduct in the Au144-rich fraction.

Instead, water and another species with ~ 64 Da mass are the two dominant adducts. Their

presence was previously used beneficially to assign charge states in the lower resolution

spectra17 and to discriminate spurious signals (that lack such satellite peaks) from those

associated with other gold fractions components (35 kDa, 35.4 kDa, and 45 kDa, for

instance). Evidence for the presence and identification of these adducts is presented in the

supplemental section.

The heavier fraction yielded a spectra dominated by z =5- to 9- states of (143,58), the
assigned fragment product of (144,60). It was possible to detect the intact (144,60) species,

albeit with lower intensities than the fragment ion. Also present, were identifiable

contributions from (102,44) and (130,50), (137,56), and (180,66). The presence of (130,50)

was previously suspected by the detection of dodecahedral structure during microscopy

analysis (see Supplementary Information) but could not be verified by mass spectrometry

until now.

Consistent with the fragmentation pattern observed for (102,44), the icosahedral (144,60)

cluster also lost a (1, 2) unit while reducing its charge during the ESI process, per the

following scheme

The presence of the (130,50) cluster is clearly demonstrated by a series of [z = 5- to 9-]
signals in the mass spectra of the Au144 rich fraction (Figures 1 and 3). A unique feature of

this cluster is that its signal is dominated by its intact structure, an observation that may be

interpreted as proof of its unique stability.

Collisional induced dissociation (CID) of the Au144 fraction both at the source and in a high

energy cell of the mass spectrometer reveals the resilience of (130,50), as summarized in

Figure 5. The striking fact that the (130,50)[z] species was detected at these conditions while

(144,60) and others were not, indicates that it is indeed an exceptionally stable species. Its

resilience suggest that it may be enriched by chemical etching of the more abundant parent

species as has been demonstrated by the nonaqueous counterpart39 and explored at harsher

conditions than other clusters.
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To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first direct mass spectrometric evidence of the

existence and stability of the aqueous analog of the (130,50) cluster, although we are aware

that its presence has been suspected from electrophoretic separations of aqueous fractions.40

The existence of the nonaqueous analog has been amply characterized by mass

spectrometry,39–41 theoretically modeled43 and its total structure determined by x-ray

diffraction.44

The presence of (1,2)-dissociation products of (137,56) was also apparent from visual

examination of the raw mass spectra (Figure 1) and was corroborated by the protein

deconvolution software. The MS-characterization of a nonaqueous analog of isolated

(137,56) has been previously reported.45 At present, its molecular structure remains

unknown.

Closer examination shows at least z= 6- to 9- states corresponding to a species of ~ 45 kDa,
and one may identify fragments ascribed tentatively to (180, 66). The presence of the latter

is inferred from the following proposed fragmentation sequence:

Although (180,66) is slightly smaller than the higher generation (187,68) species known42

and modelled by others,46 the proposed assignments of (180,66) and (179,64) are interesting

because if they are built from a central core by adding (1,2) units, then the core would turn

out to be a 147-atom regular icosahedron or it’s close cuboctahedral analog. Furthermore,

the 146-atom core of the (178,64) species in the above series may be related to a Mark’s

decahedral structure.

DISCUSSION

This report concerns a rather narrowly defined question of longstanding concern;32,35,47–48

namely: What are the precise identities of the aqueous gold thiolate clusters, in the range of

~ 100–200 Au atoms (~ 1.5 – 2.0 nm in equivalent core-diameter; 20 – 40 kDa core mass),

that are generated in abundance during the reductive decomposition of small anionic Au-
pMBA complexes, where pMBA = p-mercaptobenzoate (-S-Ph-CO2

-)?

Of particular interest is the region near the special composition (145,60)*, which has long

been associated with the chiral-icosahedral structure.37 A key question is how similar are

these to the nonaqueous systems, i.e. those formed from hydrophobic thiolate (RS-) rest
groups (R), and especially when those R-groups are sterically demanding and/or all-
aromatic in structure and bonding.

The technical difficulties preventing an earlier solution to this problem are made clear

(above) in the course of the description of our approach to circumventing them17 and our

proposed answer, with certain caveats, may be stated in these simple terms:

High-resolution ESI-MS can be used to demonstrate positively that this region is populated

by the compositions, denoted Aun(pMBA)p = (n,p), of (144,60), (137,56), and (130,50), in

the respective ratios of circa 4:2:1, wherein these compositions appear to be directly
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analogous to the pure compounds established for nonaqueous (and non-aromatic) R-groups.

A key step in this work was the analysis of pure aqueous (102,44), of established structure,

at isotopic resolution (m/∆m >> 30,000), whereby the efficient dissociation mechanism of

(1,2) loss could be identified. This elucidation of the (1,2) coulombic fragmentation pathway

is made conclusive by virtue of the great breakthrough in the total-structure determination of

the Au102(pMBA)44 cluster.35

More recent developments indicated key distinctions between the aliphatic and aromatic

ligands: at 21-kDa core mass, the main aliphatic composition was (104,45) of Au-peth, (peth
= phenylethanethiol, SCH2CH2Ph)49 rather than (102,44) of Au-pMBA. At low mass, the

Price-like compounds of Au-SPh* were shown to be compounds like (36,24), and an

extended series derived therefrom by multiples of ±(8,4).50 Total-structure determinations

confirmed that quite different bonding elements were present. A determination of the

structure of the ~ 14-kDa Au-pMBA compound (Au68, vs. Au67 aliphatic) also suggested

nonclassical elements in the ligand coordination.18 It remains partially uncertain whether the

primary cause of these differences is the steric vs. electronic (conjugation) factors. As

demonstrated by Bakr and colleagues, the nature of the protecting ligand may affect the size

and structure of a cluster.51 That solvent (water) effects are less important is indicated by the

recent work of Dass, Fortunelli & coworkers on the hydrophobic Au102 (SPh)44
compound52.

The persistent intractability of the larger (n>40) aqueous aromatic gold-thiolate compounds
to structure- and composition-determination has remained almost until the present moment,

even as they have enjoyed ever wider applicability, particularly in the bioconjugation and

medical arenas.53,54

Tvedte and Ackerson55 employed the ‘size-focusing’ (thermodynamic) approach to identify

three (3) super-stable species, tentatively assigned to compositions (102,44), (144,60) and

(~288), with insignificant quantities of intermediate sizes remaining. Mustalahti et al.40

purified an intermediate species, to which by comparison to properties of nonaqueous (non-

aromatic) Au130(SR)50, of known structure, they associated the composition numbers

(130,50).

Finally, very recently, Billinge, Ackerson & coworkers56 have provided extensive X-ray

scattering evidence for polymorphism (competing icosahedral and decahedral motifs) in the

(nominally) Au144(SR)60 compounds, especially when the RS− = pMBA ligand is used. And

Plascencia et al.17 have reported ESI MS evidence that this (144,60) composition is indeed

present and dominant in the PAGE separated samples previously designated by this

appellation.

The existence of the multiple species detected along with a putative (144, 60) fraction points

out the need for further purification efforts that when successful will allow the production of

pure (144,60) and confirmation of the celebrated chiral icosahedral structure of relevance in

areas ranging from bioconjugation chemistry57 to virology.58 A further stage of this

research, well underway, is to eliminate adduct formation in the electrospray process, and to

employ inline LCMS methods.59
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As was already apparent in the analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) results reported earlier

by Plascencia et al.17 heterogeneity existed within the major three peaks reported in the
unpurified mixtures of AuNPs. The presence of additional species in the central fraction

Au144 could be further verified by measuring this purified fraction under optimal conditions

with higher centrifugal forces in an instrument optimized for hydrodynamic rather than

spectral resolution. This would provide additional detail to help identify the other species

present in the purified fraction. By studying the purified fraction in isolation, all signal will

come from the species of interest, which may have been lost in the multi-wavelength AUC

instrument under low concentration conditions. Higher rotor speeds will enhance the

sedimentation signal and suppress the diffusion signal, further separating different species

with similar hydrodynamic properties. The capabilities of AUC techniques for elucidating

particle size and density distributions has been amply demonstrated by Bakr and

collaborators.60

In our previous report,17 we employed advanced electron microscopy (aberration-corrected

STEM) to effectively identify the dominant icosahedral structure-type, in this same material,

which is consistent with the refined structure-model of Bahena et al.38 However, also among
the collected HREM images are those indicating the coexistence of minority component of

the truncated decahedral, FCC or decahedral structure-type with similar sizes (~ 2 nm,

Supplementary Information), which may agree with modelled Au146–147 or the recently

published total structure determination of Au130 by Chen et al.44 Au130 may result from
reorganization of Au144 induced by etching of thiolated compounds removing accessible Au

atoms. Figure 6 displays a comparison of the different structural organization of these

clusters, assuming that the (130,50) structure remains the same as the decahedral one,

reported in its total structure determination.28 This comparison indicates that not only the

icosahedral Au114 grand core is reorganized into a decahedral Au105 grand core, but also the

(130,50) ligand shell loses 5 monomeric “staple” motifs. Interestingly, this re-organization

does not modify the chirality of these clusters that is mainly due to chiral arrangement of the

“staple motifs” covering a grand core with a small index of chirality.61

Further results with detailed analysis and characterization will be reported separately, along

with results obtained using the rapid scanning electron diffraction method developed by

Bahena et al.38 and Bruma et al.19

Here we have emphasized these points, because the reliable and efficient determination of

the composition of mixtures of similar size clusters is the sine qua non of the comprehensive
application of chemical thermodynamics to these intriguing systems on the borderline

between molecular and macroscopic phases. The aqueous Au-pMBA system is especially

attractive for such thermochemical investigations, and in particular to probe the Nanocrystal-

Microemulsion picture of Gelbart et al.25 because all components exist always as soluble
species in a single (aqueous) reaction system. The Orbitrap extended mass range platform

has hereby been demonstrated to have sufficient sensitivity and resolution to accomplish

these objectives.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Herein we have described work aimed at removing the barriers to high resolution

determination of the intact aqueous cluster-compound(s) present in such samples.

Specifically, the results described here support the view that there exists a series of

thermodynamically favored sizes and structures common to both aqueous and nonaqueous

systems. The aqueous clusters protected with pMBA, preferably fragment by reducing their

charge state and expelling (1,2) anionic units.

High resolution mass spectrometry reveals that despite extensive purification efforts via

PAGE, the (144,60) fraction is accompanied by notable byproducts including (102,44),

(130,50), and (137,56). Of these, (130,50) outstands by its resilience to collisional induced

dissociation, a feature that points at its stability. Our results also show evidence for the

presence of a novel higher mass species, tentatively assigned a composition of (180,66). A

protocol for improving future purifications by cation exchange with a tertiary ammonium

cation is proposed to aid future purification efforts towards the isolation of pure (144,60)

crystals for total structure determination.

Beyond the immediate objectives -- to identify the compositions present, and to compare

those to the ones well established from nonaqueous & aliphatic Au-SR research -- the ability

to determine rapidly the relative abundances obtained from various preparations as a

function of thermochemical variables (concentrations, pH, electrochemical potential,

temperature) should allow, via the thermodynamic theory (nano-crystal-microemulsion

picture) to determine the critical differences among the species present.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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ABBREVIATIONS:

(n,p) Aun(pMBA)p

ESI-MS electron spray ionization mass spectrometry

CID collisional induced dissociation

pMBA p-mercaptobenzoic acid

Peth phenylethanethiol,SCH2CH2Ph.
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Figure 1: Negative-ion Orbitrap Electrospray-Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS), at a
resolution (m/∆m) of 17k for Au144-rich fraction and 43.4 k for the Au102 fraction.
(A) Raw mass spectra of gel-purified Au144-rich fraction showing multiple negatively

charged signals [z = 4- to 8-] from aqueous (pMBA)-stabilized AuN species [N= 102, 130,
137, and 180] in addition to the expected N=144 signal. Except for Au130, which is
dominant, the assigned (indicated) dominant signals correspond to ions produced by loss of

one Au(pMBA)2− fragment from the parent species.

(B) Spectra of gel-purified Au102 fraction showing the absence of additional gold species;

the multitude of peaks surrounding the base signal is attributed to multiple Na adducts

resulting from Na-Hydrogen exchange. The inset shows the deconvolution of the complex

raw spectra into a single cluster signal and its Na adducts using standard deconvolution

software. Aqueous solutions were infused at 5 µL/min at a concentration of ~ 0.5 µg/µL and

averaged for 5 minutes.
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Figure 2: shows how the complex ESIMS spectrogram of the Au102 fraction can be simplified
into a single peak using Protein Deconvolution 4.0 software.
The raw negative ion complex spectra of a 50:50 methanol/water solution of the (102,44)

fraction was analyzed using Manual Xtract (isotopically resolved) at 4 ppm mass tolerance,

99% confidence, 2–100kDa outpout mass range, and intact protein peak model mode. Four

charge states where detected (z = 6- to 9-). The mass tolerance was relaxed to 20ppm to

detect the sodium adducts depicted in the inset. Infusion rate = 5 µL/min; particle

concentration ~ 0.5 µg/µL; scan duration = 1.0 minute.
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Figure 3: shows the deconvolution of the complex Au144 fraction ESIMS spectrogram into three
major components.
The raw negative ion complex spectra of a an aqueous solution of the (144,60) fraction was

analyzed using Manual ReSpect™ (isotopically unresolved) at 5 ppm mass tolerance, 99%

confidence, 2–100kDa mass range, and intact “protein peak model” mode. Four charge

states were detected (z = −5 to −8) by the algorithm. Infusion rate = 5 µL/min; particle

concentration ~ 0.5 µg/µL; scan duration = 4.8 minutes. Not labelled in the figure are

adducts and/or fragment products of (137,56) [(136,54X)], and (144,60) [(142, 56) and

(143,57)]
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Figure 4: showing the (101, 42) fragmentation product and its sodium adduct at isotopic
resolution.
Depicted is an overlay of parent masses calculated by multiplying the raw m/z signal by the

indicated charge (folding). The single-Da peak spacing correspond to isotopic patterns while

the larger (22 Da) spacing results from multiple Na+ for H+ substitutions in the p-MBA

ligand. The signal shifts to lower masses upon further ionization by deprotonation. Infusion

rate is 5 µL/min; particle concentration ~ 0.5 µg/µL; scan duration = 1minute.
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Figure 5: Collisional Dissociation (charge reduction) results demonstrating the resilience of
(130,50).
Compared are signals from the aqueous Au144-rich fraction before in source Collisional

Induced Dissociation –CID- (positve axis, red trace) and the signal under CID of 20 eV at

the source (negative axis, green trace). The signal from (130,50), highlighted with solid

green dots, is notable before fragmentation and dominates the low (m/z)-range after CID

conditions. Infusion rate is 5 µL/min; particle concentration ~ 0.5 µg/µL; scan duration = 0.5

minutes.
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Figure 6. Structure-comparison of the icosahedral (144,60) and truncated decahedral (130,50)
clusters.
Side-by-side scaled comparison of the structures of the (144,60) (LHS) and (130,50) (RHS)

clusters, omitting only the R-groups.

(a) Fifty-four atom gold core consisting of two Mackay icosahedron shells. (b) 60-atom gold

shell. (c) The icosahedral gold core (red) is covered by 60 gold atoms (pink) making up the

Au114 grand core. (d) 30 monomeric “staple” motifs (yellow atoms represents sulfur,

whereas orange atoms correspond to gold atoms in the “staple” motifs). (e) Total structure of

the icosahedral Au144(SR)60 cluster, where the grand core is covered with 30 “staple”

motifs. (f) Fifty-five atom gold core in a decahedral structure. (g) 50-atom gold shell. (h)

The decahedral gold core (red) is covered by the 50-atom shell (pink) making up the Au105
grand core. (i) 25 monomeric “staple” motifs (yellow atoms represents sulfur, whereas

orange atoms correspond to gold atoms in the “staple” motifs). (j) Total structure of the

decahedral Au130(SR)50 cluster, where the grand core is covered with 25 “staple” motifs.
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Perspectives are as follows: In both cases, the structures are oriented such that a C5-axis lies

vertical (in the plane). The I-Au144 structure is viewed along a C3 axis; the D5-Au130

structure is viewed along a C2 axis. This comparison is based on the structures reported in

Ref. 38 for the icosahedral (144,60) cluster, and in Ref. 44 for the decahedral (130,50) one.
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